


Case studies & examples

Paper 1
Topic EG CS Detail

1 NH Y Earthquake Nepal 2015

2 NH Y Earthquake Chile 2010

3 NH Y Typhoon Haiyan 2013

4 NH Y Somerset Floods 2014

5 LW Y Small scale ecosystem in UK

6 LW Y TRF deforestation in Malaysia

7 LW Y Development in the Arctic

8 PL Y Landforms of the Jurassic Coast

9 PL Y Coastal management at Lyme Regis

10 PL Y Landforms of the River Tees

11 PL Y Flood management at Banbury

Paper 2
Topic EG CS Detail

12 UI&C Y Rio

13 UI&C Y Improving quality of life for Rio's poor

14 UI&C Y Bristol

15 UI&C Y Urban Regeneration in Bristol

16 CEW Y Tourism in Jamaica

17 CEW Y Development in Nigeria

18 CEW Y Hanson Cement UK

19 RM Y IBIS, India & Pakistan

20 RM Y Makueni Food & Water Security Programme, 
Kenya
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Chile Earthquake 2010





The challenge of natural hazards 
    

Example 
 

Title The Somerset level floods – extreme 

weather in the UK 

Specific 

Locations 

Burrowbridge, Bristol channel, 

Bridgwater 

Where are the Somerset levels? 

The Somerset levels are located in the south-west of England. 
The Somerset levels and the Somerset Moors form an extensive 

area of low-lying farmland and wetlands bordered by the Bristol 

Channel and the Mendip Hills to the north. 

 

 

What caused the floods in 2014? 

 Wettest January since records began – a succession of depressions (low pressure) driven across the 
Atlantic Ocean brought a period of wet weather lasting several weeks. 350mm of rain fell in January and 
February (about 100mm above the average) 

 Hide tides and storm surges swept water up the rivers from the Bristol channel. 

 Rivers had not been dredged for at least 20 years. 

What were the impacts of the flood? 

Social Economic Environmental 

Over 600 houses flooded 

16 farms evacuated 

Residents evacuated to temporary 

accommodation 

Villages such as Moorland cut off. 

This affected people’s daily lives 

e.g. attending school, shopping etc. 

Many people had power supplies 

cut off 

Somerset County Council estimated 

the cost of flood damage to be more 

than £10 million 

Over 14,000 ha of agricultural land 

under water for 3-4 weeks 

Over 1000 livestock evacuated 

Local roads cut off by floods 

Floodwaters were heavily 

contaminated with sewage and 

other pollutants including oil and 

chemicals 

A huge amount of debris had to 

be cleared 

What were the responses to the floods 

Immediate responses Longer- term responses 

Homeowners coped as best as they could. Villagers cut off 

by the floods used boats to go shopping or attend school. 

Local community groups and volunteers in Burrowbridge 

gave invaluable support 

Many pumps were used to get water off the Levels and back 

into the rivers. These pumps were pumping 10 tonnes of 

water per second. 

The Somerset Contingencies Partnership improved their 

website and set up a social media site to give people detailed 

and easy access to information on how to reduce their flood 

risk and prepare for a flood. 

By 2015, some of the temporary pumping stations such as 

those at Northmoor and the Bridgewater Taunton Canal were 

to be made permanent so they could be used again in times 

of flooding 

Increasing the capacity of Sowy/King Sedgemoor drain. The 

Sowy channel was to be widened to increase its capacity 
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Coastal landscapes 
 

Example 

Title Coastal landforms in Dorset Specific 

Locations 

Durdle Door, Swanage, 

Atlantic Ocean, Lyme Regis, 

Bournemouth 

Where is Dorset? 

 Located on the South Coast of England. 

 Stretches from Lyme Regis in the west to 
Bournemouth in the east 

 The Dorset Coast is part of an area of coastline 
known as the Jurassic Coast 

 Some rocks, especially Portland Stone, very 
resistant to erosion (differential) 

 Weaker sands/ clays e.g. Oxford Clay, easily eroded, can retreat 1 metre+/year 

Erosional landforms 

1) Durdle Door - an excellent example of a sea arch. Erosion by waves has opened up a 

crack in the outer wall of Portland Stone (limestone) headland, becoming a cave, and 

rapidly eroded the Purbeck Bed behind, developing into an arch. 
 

 
2) Lulworth Cove - is a cove formed after a gap was eroded in a band of limestone. 

Behind the Portland Stone is band of softer clay, eroded away to form the cove. The same 

process is occurring further west along the coastline, at Stair Hole. 

 

 
3) Bays – 2 bays with beaches called Swanage & Studland Bay, both areas of softer sock (sandstone/clay). In 

between is headland called The Foreland formed of hard rock (chalk). Heathland 

behind Studland is a haven for many rare birds/ wildlife. 
 

 
4) Old Harry Rocks - eastern end of Jurassic Coast towards Studland Bay, chalk 

headland of The Foreland has been dramatically eroded at the end into a stack (Old Harry) 

and a stump (Old Harry’s Wife). 

Depositional landforms 

1) Chesil Beach - stretches 18km, made of pebbles and shingle and Britain’s longest 

tombolo. Tombolo is spit that connects mainland to an island (the Isle of Portland) 

by longshore drift. Behind Chesil Beach is shallow lagoon – The Fleet 
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Title Coastal management at Lyme Regis Specific 

Locations 

 

Where is Lyme Regis? 

Lyme Regis is a small coastal town on the south coast of 

England in the county of Dorset. It lies at the heart of the 

World Heritage Site known as the Jurassic Coast. 

What are the issues at Lyme Regis? 

Much of the town has been built on unstable cliffs. The 

coastline is eroding more rapidly than any in Europe due to 

the powerful waves from the south west. Many properties 

have been destroyed or damaged, and there has been 

considerable erosion of the foreshore. The sea walls have 

been breached many times. 

How has the coastline been managed? 

Phase 1 

New sea wall and 

promenade constructed to 

the east of the River Lim 

In the winter of 2003 a 

£1.4 million emergency 

project was completed to 

stabilise the cliffs – 

hundreds of large nails 

were used to hold rocks 

together. 

Phase 2 

Creation of a wide sand 

and shingle beach to 

absorb wave energy and 

increase us of the shore: 

shingle dredged from the 

English Channel and 

sand imported from 

France 

Phase 3 

Initial plan to prevent 

landslips and coastal 

erosion to the west of the 

Cobb were shelved. It 

was decided to leave this 

stretch of the coast alone 

as the costs outweighed 

the benefits. 

Phase 4 

The final phase focused 

om the coast east of the 

town. It cost £20 million 

and involved constructing 

a new 390m sea wall in 

front of the existing wall 

How successful has the management scheme been? 

Advantages: 

 The new beaches have increased visitor 
numbers and sea front businesses are thriving 

 The new defences have stoop up to recent 
stormy winters 

 The harbour is now better protected, benefiting 
boat owners and fishermen 

Disadvantages: 

 Increased visitor numbers have led to conflicts 
with locals about traffic congestion and litter 

 Some people think the new defences have 
spoilt the natural coastal landscape 

 The new sea wall may interfere with coastal 
processes and affect neighbouring stretches of 
coastline, causing conflicts elsewhere 
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Title Managing floods at Banbury Specific 

Locations 

Cotswold Hills, Oxford, 

River Cherwell 

Where is the Banbury? 

Banbury is located in the Cotswold Hills about 50km north of Oxford. The 

town has a population of around 45,000 people. Much of the town is on the 

floodplain of the River Cherwell, a tributary of the River Cherwell. 

Why was the scheme needed? 

Banbury has a history of devastating floods. In 1998, flooding led to the closure of the towns railways 

station, shut local roads and cause £12.5 million of damage. More than 150 homes and businesses 

were effected. 

What has been done to reduce the risk of flooding in Banbury? 

In 2012 Banbury’s flood defence scheme was completed. A 2.9km earth embankment was built parallel 

to the M40 motorway to create a flood storage area. The embankment is capable of holding 3 million 

cubic metres of water. The flood storage area is located mainly on the natural floodplain of the River 

Cherwell. It collects rainwater that would otherwise fill the river and caused ot to burst its banks 

A new pumping station built to transfer excess water into the river below the town 

Raised the A361 road in the flood storage area plus improvements made to the drainage beneath the 

road to prevent flooding. 

What have been the social, economic and environmental costs and benefits? 

Social: 

The raised A361 route into Banbury will be open during a flood, to avoid disrupting people’s lifes 

Quality of life for local people is improved with new footpaths and green areas 

Reduced anxiety amd depresssion through fears of flooding 

Environmental 

Part of the floodplain will be deliberately allowed to flood if river levels are high 

Around 100,00 tonnes of earth needed to build embankment – this was extracted from nearby creating 

a reservoir 

Economic 

The cost of the scheme was £18.5 million 

By protecting 441 homes and 73 commercial properties, the benefits are estimated to be over £100 

million. 
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A Large Scale Strategy – The Indus Basin Irrigation System (IBIS)
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